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Merchants and Mercenaries: Anglo-Americans
in Mexico's Northeast
JORGE A. HERNANDEZ --

On 28 September 1821, Mexico declared its independence from mother Spain. On that memorable day, Agustin de Iturbide and his Army of
the Three Guarantees marched into the national capital. An enthusiastic
multitude gathered along the streets to welcome the exuberant general
and his forces, showering with cheers and ovations the former Spanish
commander who after battling the insurgents since the eruption of the
rebellion in 1810 had decided to betray the monarch. A year earlier,
Viceroy Juan de Apodaca had entrusted a twenty-five-hundred-man
army to Iturbide to annihilate the insurgent Vicente Guerrero and his
followers; yet the Spanish military commander had decided to negotiate a deal with Guerrero and, then,employing the forces of both, to
overthrow the royal government. Instead of denouncing Iturbide, the
elated citizens applauded his decision because his action stopped the
devastation that had engulfed the colony for a decade. Soon, their
euphoria spread across the nation as their compatriots learned the news,
and fiestas occurred in numerous cities and villages. Their criollo leaders, in particular, relished the historic episode because their split from
Spain guaranteed not just political freedom but also commercial emancipation. They planned to expand foreign trade and expected the adoption of such a policy to generate immense amounts of wealth.
Mexican leaders failed to fulfill such ambitions. Shortly after an
intimidated congress in Mexico City acknowledged Iturbide as emperor, the new potentate did remove commercial barriers and allow merJorge A. Hernandez has a Ph.D. in history from Texas Christian University and is
currently working as assistant professor with the Liberal Arts Department at SuI Ross
State University-Rio Grande College. His research focus includes the Mexican
Northeast and the Middle Rio Grande Valley.
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chants in a number of ports, including Tampico, to engage in mercantile exchanges with other countries, mainly Great Britain and the
United States. An extensive commerce ensued between Mexico and
foreign nations, especially in areas such as Tamaulipas, Nuevo Leon,
and Coahuila that had remained largely isolated during the colonial
period. This expansion in trade portended significant economic
progress for the former Spanish colony, yet problems surfaced within a
few years. The massive trade of the 1820s represented pent-up demand
generated by the interruption of imports caused by the Napoleonic wars
and the liberation struggles in Latin America. Foreign merchants, not
surprisingly, quickly glutted the market, and the commercial slump that
followed lasted until Porfirio Diaz gained control of Mexico in 1876.
Even more ominous, the mercantile policy enacted by Iturbide engendered a dangerous consequence: the luring of Anglo-Americans to the
territory claimed by the former Spanish colony. In the sanguine years
after independence, Mexicans celebrated the arrival of these newcomers, but within three decades, many of them regretted their connections
with citizens of the United States, who squelched whatever remained of
their earlier exhilaration by seizing half of their land.!
The infiltration ofAnglo-Americans into Mexican territories forms
an important part of North American history. Advancing westward for
nearly two hundred years before reaching the Southwest, citizens of the
United States started intermingling with the inhabitants of that region
during the late eighteenth century. Their initial arrivals in the territory
between the Sabine River and the Pacific coast usually transpired for
commercial reasons and because officials in Madrid had adopted mercantilist policies that hindered trading between the Southwest and the
world. The people of Texas, New Mexico, and California enthusiastically received these foreigners and their products. Before 1800, vessels
dispatched by New England merchants roamed the Pacific coast off
California in search of sea otter skins, soine of which they secured from
the Franciscan friars who controlled the missions in the Spanish
province. These Anglo-American Qusinessmen also exchanged their
merchandise for the hides and tallow produced at the missions. These
transactions accelerated when Russian traders monopolized the hunting
of sea otter. Meanwhile, the revolutionary turmoil in Mexico permitted
the residents of California to augment their illegal deals with foreigners.
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In Texas, relations between cItizens of the United States and
Spanish subjects began in the 1790s when Philip Nolan sneaked into
the area to catch horses. Contacts between the two peoples intensified
some two decades later as tejanos utilized the chaos triggered by the
revolt of Father Miguel Hidalgo to sell horses in Louisiana. At the same
time, Anglo-Americans participated in several invasions aimed at
detaching the region from the Spanish empire. In the decades after
1821, an increasing number of Anglo-Americans appeared in the now
Mexican states. Besides costing Mexico half of its territory, the intrusions by citizens of the Unites States into the Southwest, and areas
south of the Rio Grande, also spawned important cultural changes in
the former Spanish colony.2
Shortly after reaching the region between the Sabine River and the
Pacific Ocean, Anglo-Americans began entering the states of Coahuila,
Nuevo Leon, and Tamaulipas. As in Texas, California, and New
Mexico, their earliest incursions stemmed mainly from commercial
interest. In subsequent years, many more penetrated these provinces for
other purposes as Mexico's Northeast developed as a valuable region
for the United States. Mercantile transactions, for instance, between
residents of Tamaulipas, Nuevo Leon, and Coahuila and AngloAmerican businessmen multiplied every decade because the silver
mines of Zacatecas, which, unlike those in the central states, recovered
quickly from the wreckage caused by the wars of independence. As
early as the eruption ofthe Texas rebellion in 1836, Monterrey, the capital of Nuevo Leon, already handled a sizable regional trade, based primarily upon the exchange ofAmerican merchandise for Mexican silver.
Monterrey's mercantile prominence eventually induced merchants
from north of the Rio Grande to relocate to that city. Other AngloAmerican inroads into the provinces immediately south of the Rio
Grande transpired under the influence of Manifest Destiny. As expansionist fever escalated in the United States during the 1840s, many
advocates of territorial growth longed to seize Tamaulipas, Nuevo
Leon, and Coahuila from their southern neighbors in collaboration with
several disgruntled Mexican nortefios, such as Antonio Canales.
Finally, a desire to practice medicine prompted other Anglo-Americans
to settle in the northeastern provinces. By the 1830s, a number of villages in the region contained a former citizen of the United States who
exercised that profession, mainly without the permission of the authorities. 3
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The ensuing essay discusses Anglo-American intrusions into
Mexico's Northeast. Unlike the infiltration of citizens of the United
States into the provinces between the Sabine River and the Pacific
Ocean, this migration has not received adequate attention from historians. Yet the advent of these newcomers to the states south of the Rio
Grande affected the cultural progress of these states and therefore merits attention by scholars. These foreigners, by supplying products in
Texas to nortefios or conveying goods south of the Rio Grande themselves, invigorated the economy of the Northeast, which had languished during the colonial period. This commerce attained such an
importance for the residents of the region that for several decades they
ignored orders from their superiors in the national capital to curtail· or
stop this trade. In fact, they responded by engaging in extensive contraband, by demanding a reduction of tariffs on foreign goods, and supporting rebellion. In addition, the unremitting possibility of attacks
from Texas by Anglo-Americans, or by Indians, helped to shape the
nortefio society in the first half of the nineteenth century. Several times
in the 1840s, contingents numbering hundreds, or thousands, of soldiers
and mercenaries forded the Rio Grande to wrest control of the area
from the central government. For many years, citizens of Tamaulipas,
Nuevo Leon, and Coahuila had to cope with this threat.
At least one Anglo-American emigrated to the northeastern
provinces during the 1810s. As noted by Noah Smithwick, who transported an illicit cargo of tobacco into northern Coahuila during the late
1820s or early 1830s, John Villars had arrived in the region immediately south of the Rio Grande during the wars of independence and
sometime in the next decade opened a store in San Fernando, Coahuila.
By the time Smithwick visited the Mexican village, Villars's establishment constituted one of the principal businesses in the town, and the
former citizen of the United States had married a native woman. 4
The first significant wave of Anglo-Americans poured into
Tamaulipas, Nuevo Leon, and Coahuila during the 1820s. Assuming
that the former Spanish colonials aimed to espouse a policy of free
trade, merchants from the United States landed in Matamoros even
before officials in the national capital declared the port accessible to
foreign commerce. Daniel Willard Smith and his partner, Francis
Stillman, both businessmen from Connecticut, organized mercantile
enterprises in the harbor along the Rio Grande shortly after 1821.
Richard Pearse, a native of Vermont, also settled in Matamoros about
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the same time as his compatriots from Connecticut, and by 1832, his
entrepreneurial activities in that city included operating a boarding
house. Benjamin Lundy, the famous Quaker abolitionist who stayed in
the Mexican port in 1835, provided a detailed account of Pearse. He
related that the former resident of Vermont had attended a college in the
eastern United States and had worked for a time as principal of an academy. Lundy's description also stated that Pearse maintained a family in
Matamoros and supported universal emancipation for blacks. He also
mentioned that his fellow citizen had mastered the Spanish language
and had performed a translation for him. s
A sizable number of Anglo-Americans moved to the harbor along
the Rio Grande during the 1820s. By 1832, the majority of the nearly
three hundred foreigners who lived in Matamoros had originated in the
United States. According to the investigation conducted by Le Roy P.
Graf, these outsiders who resided in the Mexican port displayed a certain social aloofness, refusing to wed local women or bring their families to their adopted land. Most of the Anglo-Americans lived in boarding houses, and only two preferred to form their own households.
Graf's findings differ from evidence furnished by other sources which
confirm that, when citizens of the United States relocated to Mexico in
small numbers, whether to New Mexico, California, Tamaulipas,
Nuevo Leon, or Coahuila, they usually accepted some of the local practices, learned the Spanish language, and married local women.
Although a unique situation may have existed in Matamoros, as asserted by Graf, information presented by other scholars suggests that
Anglo-Americans assimilated. 6
In the decade after independence, some Anglo-American merchants followed a different approach from their compatriots in
Matamoros and infiltrated into Tamaulipas, Nuevo Leon, and Coahuila
as smugglers. During the 1820s, contraband worsened in the former
Spanish colony as the national government assessed high duties on
imports; before the decade ended, two-thirds of the foreign goods sold
in the nation had eluded custom levies. Citizens of the United States
initially furthered the illegal trade by unloading merchandise from
abroad near the mouth of the Nueces River. Utilizing schooners of shallow draft, they crossed the sand bars along the Gulf coast and dropped
their cargoes. Later, they conveyed products from several locations in
Texas to the towns along the Rio Grande, and even farther into the interior.?
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The experiences of John Linn illustrate the process by which
Anglo-Americans joined in illicit exchanges in the northeastern states.
Sometime in mid-1829, Linn departed from New Orleans with a cargo
of tobacco and reached Corpus Christi Bay in August. His original plan
involved transferring the merchandise to a Mexican partner right there
on the coast. When he concluded that the contractor would not appear,
he resolved to proceed to Camargo, Tamaulipas, to dispose of the shipment, a task he fulfilled successfully thanks to the help of a fellow citizen who knew the route to the Rio Grande. 8
Noah Smithwick's exploits also exemplify the smuggling activities
of Anglo-Americans prior to the independence of Texas. As referred to
earlier, sometime in the late l820s or early l830s, Smithwick and three
of his compatriots ventured into Mexico's Northeast with a load of forbidden merchandise, about one thousand pounds of tobacco. The
Anglo-American smuggler revealed that when he and his companions
tried to peddle their freight in Laredo, they discovered that another merchant from Texas had already supplied that town. Consequently, they
agreed to travel upstream to search for a market, eventually entering
some small towns in Coahuila, where they' retailed their tobacco in
small quantities. Smithwick also disclosed that by the time he and his
partners introduced this banned commodity into the region south of the
Rio Grande, others of.his compatriots had executed a substantial number of smuggling expeditions into Tamaulipas, Nuevo Leon, and
Coahuila. Some of these individuals hauled considerable quantities of
illegal goods into the area. In fact, shortly after Smithwick's excursion,
other Anglo-Americans, members of a McNeal family, undertook a trip
into Mexico's Northeast with a shipment of general articles that they
marketed at profitable prices. 9
Government records in Nuevo Leon afforded a few details of
Anglo-American smugglers in the province. On 2 April 1830, a judge
in Monterrey presided over a hearing dealing with the case of a contrabandist who identified himself as Peter Bartteser, a native of
Philadelphia. In his report, the Mexican official remarked that the crime
of this person consisted of the unauthorized introduction of foreign
tobacco into Nuevo Leon, a practice prohibited by the state legislature.
In the same file, the judge also commented that the agent appointed to
administer justice at Topo de los Gonzalez had earlier informed him of
the arrest of another citizen of the United States who had also brought
foreign tobacco into the province. Unfortunately, this individual had
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escaped, and the judge admitted that he did not know whether a business link existed between the two foreigners. The judicial report also
showed that profits from smuggling soared to significant levels because
the Anglo-American contrabandists enjoyed important backing among
the inhabitants of Nuevo Leon. When the authorities captured Bartteser
and his friend, they also detained a Rafael CantU, the owner of the
house where the illicit merchandise had been stored, and several other
Mexican citizens. 1o
Surprisingly, during the 1820s and in later decades, the desire to
practice medicine lured some Anglo-Americans to Tamaulipas, Nuevo
Leon, and Coahuila. These U.S. citizens, many of whom crossed Texas
on their way to Mexico's Northeast, identified themselves as doctors
and attempted to exercise their profession in the small towns throughout the area. When questioned by Mexican authorities, however, they
usually acknowledged that they lacked documents to prove their assertions. Despite the flimsy allegations, people in the region welcomed
these presumed Anglo-American physicians because, during this time,
the northeastern states faced a shortage of medical doctors. In his memoirs, Smithwick described how his companion John F. Webber assumed
the guise of a physician to mislead the local officials. Storekeeper
Villars had encouraged them to adopt this course to avoid arousing suspicions. Smithwick maintained that Coahuilans readily believed this
fraudulent claim, and Webber secured an extensive clientele within a
short time. He healed his clients with simple medicines: calomel, quinine, and tartar emetic. Webber's patients continued to confide in the
fake physician even when treatments dispensed by him caused adverse
reactions that aggravated the suffering of sick individuals. ll
Other Anglo-Americans performed similar functions in ,Nuevo
Leon and Tamaulipas. On 25 February 1825, William Miles Rivers, a
native of South Carolina, requested a passport. In his application, he
notified officials of Nuevo Leon that he had entered Texas through the
port of Natchitoches and drifted to the Rio Grande, accompanied by a
fellow Anglo-American. He had already dwelled for some time in a district of the state, where he had worked as a physician. Two months later,
officials in Nuevo Leon questioned another immigrant, Ennis Fraser.
According to the evidence acquired from Fraser, he had originated in
Kentucky. In 1823, he had left San Antonio, Texas, with a southern destination, finally reaching the Villa de Marin, a town in Nuevo Leon.
While there, he had earned a living by practicing medicine; yet during
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the inquiry, he confessed that he had never attended medical school, or
even labored in a hospital as a doctor. He planned to stay on in Marin.
In the same month that Fraser testified before Mexican authorities,
Benjamin Smith, a native of Massachusetts, also arrived in the northeastern provinces from Santa Fe, New Mexico. Although he also professed medicine as his occupation, he insisted that he had come only as
a tourist. A month later, in May 1825, another native of Kentucky, Jacob
Anthony Frey, appeared in Camargo, Tamaulipas. In his testimony to
the officials, Frey manifested that he had passed through Texas about
three months before crossing the Rio Grande, ostensibly to purchase
some mules. When he failed to accomplish his objective, he went to
Camargo, where he started to work as a doctor. He)also mentioned that
he was thirty-six years old and married; yet his family had remained in
Misso:uri. Now, he sought permission to live in Montemorelos, Nuevo
Leon, where he planned to exercise the medical profession. 12
After the 1820s, a few more citizens of the United States solicited
permission to furnish medical services in Mexico's Northeast. In
February 1840, a military force on the Rio Grande detained Samuel
Huilem, originally an immigrant from England, because he had failed
to show a passport. According to the report drafted by the army commander, this outsider proceeded from Texas and requested permission
to enter Mexico to apply his medical skills. Some twelve years later, on
12 April 1852, another Anglo-American physician, William Foster,
petitioned officials in Nuevo Leon for a permit to visit villages in the
state that had been struck by a typhus epidemic. Five days later, a fellow compatriot of Foster, Peter James Kelly, received a permit to travel to Galeana, Nuevo Leon, and other towns. For humanitarian reasons,
Kelly also hoped to fight the typhus epidemic ravaging the area at the
time. On 18 August 1854, officials in Nuevo Leon also granted a passport to Augustine Emmet, who identified his profession as that of a doctor. In the statement rendered to Mexican authorities, Emmet remarked
that he hoped to volunteer his services to assist those persons in the
southern region of the state who had suffered injuries from the
Indians. 13
Benjamin Lundy, the Quaker from the United States who'in 1821
had commenced to publish an abolitionist newspaper, Genius of
Universal Emancipation, also noted the presence of an AngloAmerican physician in northem Coahuila. This individual crossed the
Rio Grande on 12 October 1833, aiming to convince state officials to
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allow the organization of a colony of blacks in their province. By that
year, some of his compatriots already dwelled in small towns in the
northern section of the province. He discovered a person from North
Carolina in a village of some forty to fifty houses. On 16 October, in
the town of Santa Rosa, he .encountered another fellow AngloAmerican from New York, about whom he only recalled his last name,
Knauff. In this settlement of twenty-five hundred inhabitants that had
just endured a cholera epidemic, Knauff worked as a doctor.
Apparently, the abolitionist physician also involved himself in mining
activities because he showed Benjamin Lundy a piece of sulphur and
.informed him about minerals available in the district. 14
Other Anglo-Americans had arrived in Tamulipas, Nuevo Leon,
and Coahuila during the l820s. Motives for these individuals' ingress
into Mexico's Northeast remain unknown because the data available
failed to address this issue. These newcomers probably intended to
engage in trading activities or exercise some profession, such as medicine. On 17 February 1826, officials in Sabinas Hidalgo, Nuevo Leon,
notified the state government of the appearance of two AngloAmericans, William M. Rivers and S. Sims. The next year, several
more citizens of the United States visited the region. On 7 May of that
year, a Gordon Boyd presented to authorities in Nuevo Leon a passport
furnished by a consul of his country and validated by the alcalde of
Matamoros. On 19 June, the alcalde of Matamoros dispensed temporary visas to Peter E. Boris and Martin Hale, both U.S. citizens. These
documents enabled these persons to proceed to specific locations in the
country, where they had to secure permanent passports from the national government. The evidence suggested that Boris· and Hale stayed in
Monterrey. On 29 August of the same year, Jaime Otman, also from the
United States, received a permit from the president of Mexico to live in
the nation for a year, and slightly less than two months later, on 26
October, officials conferred on Richard Pearse a visa under the same
conditions as his compatriot Otman. ls
Peaceful Anglo-American excursions, and immigration, into
Tamaulipas, Nuevo Leon, and Coahuila diminished after the Texan
Revolution. As news about the revolt north of the Rio Grande spread
throughout the northeastern states, resentment against the dissidents
deepened and mercantile exchanges with citizens of the United States
decreased. Animosity against Anglo-Americans already existed in
1835, the year prior to the eruption of the uprising. At that time,
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Mexican officials in Matamoros jailed two businessmen from the
United States for failure to show reverence for a priest conveying the
sacraments to the house of a sick person. Then, in 1836, another two
Anglo-Americans, one of them the consul's nephew, endured similar
confinement in the same harbor because local authorities suspected that
they aimed to depart to Texas. Hatred against citizens of the United
States surged to such an intensity that by November 1837, only three
commercial houses and twenty residents from that country continued in
Matamoros. 16
Misgivings about Anglo-American intentions lingered into the
l840s throughout Mexico's Northeast. By that time, officials south of
the Rio Grande, especially those from Mexico City, feared their northern neighbors because of their revolt in Texas and their military participation in subsequent federalist uprisings in Tamaulipas, Nuevo Leon,
and Coahuila. Consequently, on 25 April 1842, Nuevo Leon's government evicted B. Vedle, an Anglo-American who had penetrated the
province from Texas, because he exhibited suspicious behavior. Vedle
lacked a proper passport to remain in the nation and supplied trivial reasons for his arrival in Monterrey. Consequently, the local authorities
detained him and sent him to the coast to board a vessel with a foreign
destination. Less than a month later, a similar incident occurred in
Laredo, a village along the Rio Grande. Military officers there arrested
several Anglo-Americans, apparently from Texas, shortly after they
surfaced in the border town. The report failed to indicate whether these
individuals had attempted to smuggle foreign goods. Apparently, the
Mexican authorities imprisoned them merely because of their nationality and the suspicious manner of their arrival. Aroused by AngloAmerican belligerency, Mexican officialdom now distrusted newcomers from the other side of the Rio Grande. As for these intruders, on 20
May, a corporal and a trooper belonging to the forces of Tamaulipas
escorted them to Monterrey to place them under the control of the government of Nuevo Leon. l ?
The attitude adopted by Mariano Arista, commander of the Army of
the North in the early l840s, toward Henry L. Kinney exhibited the
Mexican distrust towards Anglo-Americans. On 30 April 1842, General
Arista dispatched a message to Kinney, who had established a ranch
near Corpus Christi in September 1839. Although he conceded that the
recipient of his missive had never performed traitorous actions against
Mexico and had always obeyed the authorities, he felt compelled to ini-
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tiate some precautionary measures. He advised the Anglo-American to
visit his headquarters to answer several accusations, especially the
charges alleged by many Mexican merchants that Kinney utilized his
property for smuggling operations.
According to Arista, the immigrant from the United States had
promised to abstain from illegal activities and to focus on farming concerns. A second complaint asserted that the ranch in the vicinity of
Corpus Christi sheltered Texan troops or volunteers, the enemies of the
country. Because of these reasons and hostilities between Texas and
Mexico, Arista instructed Kinney to abandon his property in that dangerous district and to situate himself temporarily in another site, at least
forty leagues within undisputed Mexican territory. He approved of the
Anglo-American leaving sufficient workers to safeguard the houses
and the crops, yet forbade him to ever return to his ranch. His message
also infonned the former citizen of the United States that he had
requested both the governors of Tamaulipas and Nuevo Leon to allow
him to settle within their provinces, in any location he selected. Failure
to abide by these orders would convert the Anglo-American into an
adversary of the Mexican nation. Kinney disregarded Arista's commands. 18
Despite the antagonism that emerged in the northeastern states
against Anglo-Americans after 1836, citizens of the United States continued to infiltrate the provinces. Many of these excursions consisted of
smuggling ventures. An incident related by General Arista exemplifies
the illicit activities undertaken by Anglo-Americans. On 12 April 1842,
Arista commented that some of his subordinates had captured an individual named William Newland, a resident of the United States.
Arista's account specified that this foreigner had conveyed contraband
into the region immediately north of the Rio Grande and had been
arrested at the ranch of Santa Ana with some illegal merchandise,
which he apparently planned to transport farther south. Because the
suspect had already passed five months in jail, the military commander
determined to transfer him to the control of the governor of Nuevo
Leon. He urged the civilian officials to deport the criminal through the
harbor of Tampico. Based upon his impressions of the border situation,
Arista surmised that if the authorities returned Newland to Matamoros,
the Anglo-American would resume his smuggling enterprises. 19
Just as they had before the Texan Revolution, some restless U.S.
citizens decided to move to Mexico's Northeast. Officials in Monterrey
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announced on 7 August 1845 that William Gordon Still had requested
at an earlier date a certificate of Mexican citizenship from the central
government. Because they had already solicited such a document with
the appropriate seal from Mexico City, they granted Still a safe-conduct
to travel throughout the country until he received a certificate of citizenship. Slightly more than two months later, on 26 October, the consul of the United States at Matamoros, Thomas W. Stemmons, recounted the murder of a fellow Anglo-American, Charles Carroll, in Linares,
Nuevo Leon. Apparently, Carroll had immigrated to the Mexican town
sometime in the past and, with the aid of other merchants from the
United States, managed to accumulate considerable property south of
the Rio Grande. The following year, on 26 February 1846, officials in
Nuevo Leon extended a traveling permit to a person identified as
Rodrigo Campbell, a former citizen of the United States then dwelling
in Villa de Santiago, a village a few miles south of Monterrey. They
remarked that Campbell's petition for a security letter, a carta de
seguridad, had facilitated their decision to authorize him to journey to
Matamoros to attend to some personal affairs. 20
In the years immediately after 1836, a larger number of AngloAmericans had penetrated the northeastern states as mercenaries. A
series of federalist uprisings erupted across Mexico during the late
1830s, and northern Tamaulipas joined in the rebellions against the central governments on 5 October 1838, when Antonio Canales announced
a pronunciamento at Guerrero, a village along the Rio Grande. Within
months after the onset of Canales's uprising, the insurgents asked for
support from Texans, some of whom, in tum, strove to recruit an army
to fight south of the Rio Grande. In January 1839, a contingent of some
twenty-five Anglo-Americans assisted the forces of Canales to seize
Monterrey.21
Foreign involvement in the conflict in Mexico's Northeast expanded in the second half of 1839. In January of that year, Texan officials
had furthered this intervention when they discharged two regiments,
many of whose members now sought to enlist with the forces defying
the regimes in Mexico City. Consequently, cities in the former Mexican
province, such as Houston, teemed with restless men, eager for new
adventures. Mexican federalist commanders who arrived in Houston in
September encountered many persons eager to help them with both
money and volunteers. These recruiters succeeded in inducting about
226 Texans, signing them up in their camp at Lipantitlan, Texas, where
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Canales had situated his headquarters after his first ejection from northern Tamaulipas by the centralists. The Anglo-Americans gathered at the
federalist base chose Colonel Reuben Ross as their leader, with Samuel
W. Jordan as his assistant. Then, they marched with their Mexican allies
to the Rio Grande, where on 1 October they participated in the capture
of Ciudad Guerrero and, the following day, Ciudad Mier. On 3 October
their unit accompanied the rest of Canales's troops to a position some
twenty kilometers southwest of Ciudad Mier, where they clashed with
the centralists in the battle of Alcantro. The Texans played a major role
during the fighting, sustaining the brunt of the enemy attack and suffering fourteen killed and wounded. After this conflict, an altercation
unfolded between Colonel Ross and his federalist partners when
Canales refused to order an assault against Matamoros. In midDecember, the Anglo-American leader abandoned the struggle and
departed to Texas. More of his compatriots imitated his example the
following month when a battle near Monterrey resulted in the defection
of hundreds of insurgents to the centralist commander, Mariano
Arista. 22
During the federalist wars, Anglo-American mercenaries performed their most extensive and prolonged operations in 1840. After
the fiasco near the state capital of Nuevo Leon, Canales again placed
his headquarters in Texas, at San Patricio, and again enrolled a sizable
number ofAnglo-Americans, perhaps as many as 410. He began a new
campaign by deploying a vanguard squadron composed of350 soldiers,
120 of them Texans under the orders of Colonel Samuel W. Jordan. This
advance company crossed the Rio Grande on 7 September and quickly
occupied the towns of Laredo, Guerrero, Mier, and Camargo. After
gaining control of these settlements, the Mexican associates of Colonel
Jordan, including a Colonel Juan N. Molano, persuaded him to proceed
into the interior of the northeastern provinces. Jordan, then, guided his
forces in the direction of Ciudad Victoria, the capital of Tamaulipas,
securing Montemorelos, San Cristobal, Villagran, Linares, and Hidalgo
along the way. By the time his contingent reached Ciudad Victoria, he
had experienced a serious disagreement with Colonel Molano over disposition of the war spoils. The Mexican commander refused to. allow
the Texans to appropriate any property, even if the goods had belonged
to individuals who had resisted their progress. While still in Ciudad
Victoria, the situation worsened when Jordan learned that his allies
aimed to betray him to the centralist commanders. 23
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The Texan contingent endured a defeat near Saltillo, Coahuila.
From Ciudad Victoria, the insurgent column had determined to withdraw toward Saltillo, whose vicinity they approached on 22 October. At
that time, Colonel Molano and his Mexican soldiers deserted to the
enemy, and Colonel Jordan and his remaining 110 Texans, along with a
handful of Carrizo Indians, faced an opposing force of more than a
thousand men. The foreign mercenaries barely survived the battle and
fled over the mountains to the Rio Grande, with centralist forces pursuing them. For nine dangerous days, they retreated across Coahuila
and Nuevo Leon and finally forded the Rio Grande at Laredo. 24
Most nortenos deplored the Anglo-American intrusion. Although
the foreigners met with some favorable receptions, as in Ciudad
Victoria where the people welcomed them with cheers and hastened to
institute a dissident government, for the most part the inhabitants of the
region regarded them as adversaries. Centralist commanders exploited
the alliance of Canales with the Texans by portraying the federalist
rebels as traitors to the nation. They also benefited from the popular
belief in the area that the Anglo-Americans hoped to utilize the internal
dissensions in Mexico to detach the northeastern states from the rest of
the country, as they had done with Texas. Many nortenos endorsed the
development of commercial links with their northern neighbors, and a
few even entertained the idea of annexation by the United States. Most,
however, spumed the invasion of their territory, displaying an intense
hostility toward the intruders. Even in Mier, a bastion of federalism, a
priest denied burial in the local graveyard to the Anglo-Americans who
perished in the battle of Alcantro, insisting that the deceased had never
practiced the Catholic religion. The strongest exhibition of hatred
against the foreigners happened in the vicinity of Saltillo. During the
clash that took place just a few miles outside the city, numerous civilians encouraged the centralist troops to crush the Anglo-Americans.
When the intruders tried to climb the mountains to escape, women,
children, and peones, attempted to prevent their evacuation by rolling
stones down on them from the peaks. 25
Another major Anglo-American excursion into Tamaulipas
occurred. in December 1842. The occupation of San Antonio on 11
September by Mexican troops under General Adrian Woll provoked
Texans to dispatch an expedition to the Rio Grande. President Sam
Houston mustered several militia units near San Antonio for a campaign to the south. After gathering these forces that eventually totaled
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nearly twelve hundred militiamen, he entrusted the command to
General Alexander Somervell, and on 18 November, the contingent
moved towards the Rio Grande. After a journey that consumed seventeen days, Somervell and his troops camped outside Laredo, continuing
on to Guerrero shortly thereafter. By the time they reached the last
town, the Texan unit had shrunk to just over five hundred men, two
hundred of whom decided to leave the region with Somervell when he
announced that the heavy concentration of Mexican forces required a
withdrawal. Slightly more than three hundred Texans rejected
Somervell's advice and elected to stay in northern Tamaulipas. After
choosing Colonel William Fisher as their commander, they headed
toward Ciudad Mier.
The Anglo-American soldiers suffered a devastating defeat at
Ciudad Mier. When they arrived in the town, they requisitioned supplies from the residents, granting the people sufficient time to fulfill
their request. But the appearance of General Pedro de Ampudia with a
sizable unit precluded delivery of the provisions. Ignoring the fact that
the enemy held an overwhelming numerical superiority, Colonel Fisher
and his forces launched an attack only to sustain a severe setback that
compelled them to capitulate. Some of the Anglo-Americans claimed
that they only surrendered after General Ampudia notified them that he
controlled seventeen hundred men in Mier and expected the arrival of
another eight hundred troops from Monterrey. In contrast, the Mexican
general reported that the Texans had asked for terms first and that he
had responded by demanding an immediate surrender. Regardless,
General Ampudia transported his prisoners to Matamoros and eventually south to Monterrey and beyond. On their way across Coahuila, the
foreigners escaped at the Hacienda El Salado on 11 February 1843. 26
The breakout of the Anglo-Americans generated a massive search
across Coahuila and Nuevo Leon. State leaders in Saltillo and
Monterrey, as well as the military commander in Nuevo Leon, promptly organized their forces to recapture the foreign mercenaries. Because
the Anglo~Americans picked a route west of Monclova as the best way
out of northern Mexico, the maneuvers undertaken by the governor of
Coahuila, General Francisco Mejia, assumed pivotal importance. As his
first action, Mejia positioned a detachment at a site known as Venadito,
now called General Trevino. Next, he instructed other units to guard all
possible exits and watering holes. Some of the contingents used by
General Mejia were from Nuevo Leon. The Texans, without water and
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food, commenced to submit in small groups. Eventually, the Mexican
troops in Coahuila caught 182 of the fugitives.27
Both civil and military authorities in Nuevo Leon also endeavored
to locate the escapees. The day after the flight of the intruders, the military commander in Monterrey, General Isidro Reyes, advised Captain
Ramon Mendoza that he intended to take personal control of all units
available to chase the runaways. He also directed Mendoza to join him
at Anhelo with his contingent and all their munitions. On the same day,
12 February 1843, General Reyes also issued similar directives to the
military commanders at Agualeguas and Vallecillo, alerting them that
he planned to advance in the direction of Hacienda de Hicamole, near
Pesqueria Grande. Warning his subordinates that the gravity of the situation required the most energetic measures, Reyes commanded them
to requisition all the resources they needed and to assemble their
squadrons immediately. In addition to preparing their forces as promptly as the government desired, they were to inform the residents of all
the ranches in their districts about the breakout of the Texans, just in
case the Anglo-Americans sought to evade detection by traveling to the
Rio Grande in small groups. General Reyes also urged his subordinates
to maintain sentries in all passages that the fugitives might traverse and
report any suspicious activities. 28
Militia forces from Nuevo Leon also participated in the search for
the Anglo-Americans. Collaborating with national units, the governor
mobilized militia squadrons from several towns. On 1 March 1843,
Joaquin Cazo, a militia commander from Villaldama, noted that a lieutenant under his orders had just returned from San Geronimo and Roca
de Tlaxcalan, where he had placed outposts to preclude a possible
crossing by the fugitives. Another unit from Pesqueria Grande, composed of fifty-nine troopers and several civilians, marched from the
Boca de los Rios to Cuatro Cienegas, Coahuila, in the direction followed by the Texans. In Cadereyta Jimenez, another state detachment
operated under the orders of Vicente CantU. According to an account
furnished by CantU to the governor, the militia leader reported that a
unit of eighty-eight men under his command had performed military
duty in Coahuila. CantU also declared that even late in March 1843, his
troops still explored the region assigned to the unit from Cadereyta
Jimenez. On 28 March, he related that a scouting squadron had mentioned that nothing unusual had transpired during the expedition. At the
same time, he stated that a soldier who belonged to a company from
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Marin had claimed that he had spotted three settlers and six AngloAmericans in a location known as Cienega. Six of the foreigners carried weapons and identified their destination as Marin. Finally, another
detachment of 107 state militiamen from Salinas Victoria also departed
to Coahuila to assist in the recapture of the Texan runaways.29
Of course, the largest Anglo-American military incursion into the
northeastern provinces occurred during the Mexican-American War.
Starting on 18 May 1846, when General Zachary Taylor's army forded
the Rio Grande and seized Matamoros, these Anglo-American intruders stayed in Tamaulipas, Nuevo Leon, and Coahuila for about two
years, with the last contingents evacuating the region around mid-1848.
During those two years, many nortefios consorted with the soldiers
from the United States as the invaders roamed over large portions of
these states and finally established their headquarters in Monterrey. The
campaigns and actions of the foreigners exerted considerable influence
on the nortefios, sometimes positively and sometimes negatively.
Residents of Mexico's Northeast probably admired the military and
economic prowess of these strangers; yet, undoubtedly, they also condemned them for invading their nation and perpetrating outrages
against the local people.
Whenever the foreigners passed through a district, local residents
sold them food and other items. When Taylor's troops traveled from
Matamoros to Camargo, they purchased tortillas in several of the
jacales along the route. At Camargo, they complemented their diet with
the eggs, chickens, and fresh vegetables peddled by the natives. The
nortefios at this town along the Rio Grande also offered them cattle,
mules, and forage. Members of the Anglo-American force also experienced similar circumstances at Cerralvo, Nuevo Leon, where the local
people brought them firewood, com, flour, chickens, and milk. Shortly
after the departure of the Mexican army from Monterrey, the residents
of the state capital of Nuevo Leon surfaced to trade with the newcomers. They retailed fresh fruit, com and wheat bread, and livestock to the
enemies of their nation, keeping their mercantile concerns in the AngloAmerican camps at Monterrey for more than two months.. Although
businessmen from the United States soon replaced Mexican merchants
in Monterrey, commercial exchanges between the invaders and
nortefios persisted for as long as the Anglo-American troops remained
in Tamaulipas, Nuevo Leon, and Coahuila. In fact, the Sanchez
Navarro, the famous Coahuilan Iatifundistas, became the most promi-
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"Fandango" by Theodore Gentilz.
From Andres Tijerina, Tejanos and Texas under the
Mexican Flag, 1821-1836 (1994).

nent regional suppliers for the forces of the United States in the northeastern states. According to Captain Ulysses S. Grant, who served with
General Taylor during the campaign in northern Mexico, the AngloAmerican soldiers emerged as an excellent market for nortefios, who
usually charged these foreign customers two to three times the normal
price of the goods. The fact that many of the Mexican attendants at
stores in Monterrey learned to speak English during the AngloAmerican occupation confirmed Grant's assertion. 3D
The two peoples also fraternized during dances. Beginning at
Matamoros, many of the soldiers in Taylor's army attended Mexican
parties called fandangos, where they mingled with local residents, especially females. W. A. McClintock, an Anglo-American trooper, commented that he observed a fandango at Villa de los Aldamas. Taylor's
soldiers, following their rigorous march along the Rio Grande and into
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Nuevo Leon, also found this type of entertainment in the town of
Cerralvo. In this village, nortefios preferred the waltz, and the women
readily accepted invitations to dance from Anglo-American soldiers.
The fondness of the foreigners for this form of recreation attained such
a degree that a Mexican force captured eighteen of them completely
intoxicated at a dance in a ranch)!
Associations between nortefios and the Anglo-American soldiers
also resulted from labor arrangements. Some of the inhabitants of
Mexico's Northeast obtained employment with Taylor's army. At
Camargo, the local people petitioned the foreigners for jobs as laborers.
An extremely critical function discharged by nortefios for the invaders
involved the transporting of provisions with mules. When Taylor failed
to receive the wagons he had requested to convey supplies into the interior of the northeastern states, he resolved to utilize animals to achieve
that objective, a task that eventually entailed the use of nineteen hundred animals. Consequently, the success of his advance toward
Monterrey relied upon the Mexican arrieros he hired to handle his
transportation system. Those nortefios who worked for the invaders suffered severe retributions from their compatriots: At Cerralvo, some of
the people strove to earn money by cutting grass for the animals of
Anglo-Americans.
Despite these peaceful interactions, numerous confrontations punctuated the associations of nortefios and Taylor's troops. AngloAmericans, as other conquerors before them, capitalized on their dominant position to commit abuses against the local people. According to
all accounts, including one made by General Taylor to the Adjutant
General of the Army, practically all of the attacks stemmed from the
volunteer forces, especially those from Texas who apparently insisted
on retaliating against Mexicans for incidents that had happened during
the 1830s and in the early 1840s. In Matamoros, the volunteers stole
cattle and com, burglarized wood from fences, and while drunk killed
several harmless residents. They also perpetrated many abuses in
Monterrey and other towns. Because their excesses provoked retribution from nortefios that in tum caused a cycle of violence between the
two peoples, General Taylor decided to restrict the use of riding animals
by his soldiers. He also tried to downplay the severity of the mistreatment of Mexicans by indicating that the most violent aggressions
erupted after 10 February 1847. At that time, a cavalry unit avenged the
death of one of its members by wounding and killing several unarmed
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persons at Catana without regard to sex or age. General Taylor also
reported that another major atrocity had taken place on 28 March at a
village between Marin and Ramas, where some of his troops revenged
a massacre of their wagon drivers by slaying twenty-four Mexican
men. 32
Nortenos endured more abuses as the Anglo-American foreigners
withdrew from their country. As early as 16 June 1847, General Taylor
noticed that many of his one-year volunteers inflicted crimes against
peaceful inhabitants as they progressed to the Rio Grande. About one
year later, Juan Gonzalez, the juez primero of Marin, announced to the
governor of Nuevo Leon that five days earlier, on 14 June 1848, a contingent of the United States Army had passed by his village. The departing soldiers had commandeered four horses from the Hacienda de
Ramos and caused some damage to the crops. Then, on the same day
he mailed a letter to the state leader, the judge reported that his fellow
citizens had sustained more injuries from another Anglo-American
infantry unit that had crossed his town. Spreading over a section of the
town, this force had fired many shots that resulted in the deaths of a
considerable number of domestic animals and terrified the citizens,
many of whom now contemplated abandoning their homes and hiding
in the fields. Judge Gonzalez had attempted to complain to the commander of this contingent but he failed to find the officer in charge
because the Anglo-Americans had refused to identify him. Because of
these events, Gonzalez implored the governor to inform the overall
leader of the foreign troopers about these incidents and beseech him to
prevent similar actions from the units that still had to evacuate the state.
Although the commander of the Anglo-American army agreed to
instruct his officers to discourage the rank and file from such deplorable
activities, he suggested to the nortefios to move their livestock away
from the roads traveled by his men. 33
Anglo-Americans also despoiled Sabinas Hidalgo, Nuevo Leon.
According to the details provided by merchants from Matamoros, the
bandits who plundered this village were former soldiers from the
United States who secured their discharge in that port. They had wandered, following their dismissal from the armed forces, along the Rio
Grande to Ciudad Guerrero, Tamaulipas, from where they headed in a
southwesterly direction towards Sabinas Hidalgo. On the morning of 16
July 1848, they appeared in that town and demanded that the local
authorities supply them with fodder and quarters. After receiving the
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provisions they sought from Juan Angel Martinez, the alternate alcalde,
they declared that their orders entailed reaching Monterrey to incorporate their detachment in the contingents marching toward California.
Their deeds during that first day and night never revealed their criminal designs as many of them socialized with the population without
weapons. They camped at the edge of village, conversed about insignificant subjects, purchased all the things they needed, and never engaged
in any activity that disturbed the tranquillity and order of the people. 34
The foreigners changed their behavior the following day. They
started by distributing their forces across the village and placing
between six and eight men inside the most important residences. Next,
the Anglo-American commander directed the alcalde to gather the
members of the municipal council at the priest's house to communicate
to them a directive from General J. E. Woli. When the officials had
assembled at the indicated site, he ordered the doors shut and, guarded
by three of his soldiers, each holding a pair of Colt revolvers, urged the
dignitaries to relinquish sixty thousand pesos in fifteen minutes or suffer the pillage of their homes. Despite the fact that the strangers threatened several times to murder him and placed a gun to his chest, Alcalde
Martinez failed to satisfy the demands of the Anglo-American robbers
because his village lacked such resources. He promised to surrender all
the cash funds possessed by his fellow citizens, pleading with the owners of two residences to deliver all of their wealth to the foreigners to
avoid injury. These two nortefios complied with the requests of the
alcalde, but the local official encountered problems when he entreated
an individual named Francisco Santos to imitate the example of his two
compatriots. Santos refused to heed the municipal magistrate, insisting
that the alcalde actually controlled the majority of the money in the village. At that point, the foreign commander, probably concluding that
his victims intended to deceive him by concealing their wealth,
enjoined his men to start sacking the town. The robbery netted the discharged members of the United States Army slightly more than seventeen thousand pesos, mainly in cash. 35
During the Anglo-American atrocities in Sabinas Hidalgo, several
individuals perished and others endured harassment. Although the
inhabitants of the village did not resist the raiding of their residences,
the bandits assassinated several of them in their homes. Alcalde
Martinez almost suffered the same fate. The Anglo-American commander and several of his subordinates, having heard the assertions of
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Santos, conducted the municipal magistrate to his house, where they
forced him to give up all of his cash. Doubting the sincerity of Martinez
as to his entire wealth, they hanged him up in his own house, in front
of his wife and children, to pressure him to produce more money.
Eventually, they released the alcalde, mostly because of the wailing of
his wife and children. 36
Another Anglo-American outrage occurred in Villaldama, Nuevo
Leon. In the last days of the foreign evacuation, a band of eighty citizens of the United States looted this village. On 19 July 1848, these
bandits arrived in the hapless town. To initiate their attack, they split
into squadrons of ten to twelve persons and dispersed throughout the
village. Next, about four to six shots fired simultaneously served as the
signal to launch the spoliation. The foreigners continued without major
interruptions since the majority of the townspeople had departed for
Bustamante, a nearby town, to escort the devotees who accompanied
the sacred image of the Senor de Tlaxcala. The outlaws concentrated on
ransacking the homes of prominent individuals, among them those of
Mariano de los Santos, Alcala Flores, and Pablo Gonzalez. From these
and other residences, they collected from ten to twelve thousand pesos
in silver and gold, besides a number of other valuable objects they carried away. Other monetary losses suffered by the residents of
Villaldama resulted from the damage to their dwellings caused by the
Anglo-Americans. 3?
Officials in Nuevo Leon failed to furnish any aid to the people of
Villaldama. Lamenting the powerless situation of his administration,
the governor notified Pablo Gonzalez that the only measure he had
instituted for the capture of the criminals consisted of informing the
commander of the Anglo-American forces stationed near Monterrey of
the incident and soliciting assistance from him. The governor suggested to local authorities, after the foreign military leader rejected his
appeals for help, to preclude similar surprises in the future by staying
vigilant and keeping the citizenry alert. He also instructed municipal
officials to mobilize the Mexican National Guard. 38
The Anglo-American assaults against Sabinas Hidalgo and
Villaldama terrified nortenos in Mexico's Northeast. On 5 August 1848,
the governor of Coahuila disclosed to the military commander in
Nuevo Leon that his government had learned from reliable sources that
an armed band of Texans, former soldiers of the United States and part
of the party that had earlier sacked several cities in Nuevo Leon, had
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proceeded to the Rio Grande and planned to invade the state of
Coahuila. According to the governor, these outlaws aimed to plunder
several towns in his state, especially the city of Parras. The provincial
leader endeavored to organize his National Guard as rapidly as possible; yet, because these militia detachments needed all kinds of
weapons, he asked the military leader in Nuevo Leon to prepare all the
means at his disposal to repel the intruders if they sought to achieve
their sinister purposes. 39
Another warning of a possible foray from the United States came
from the government of Nuevo Leon. About a month after the governor
of Coahuila had sent his appeal to the military commander in Nuevo
Leon, the state leader in Monterrey issued a bulletin, which his office
hadreceived from Monclova, to all the districts under his control. He
mentioned that officials in that Coahuilan city had discovered from two
Mexicans who had just returned from San Antonio that several contingents of Texan volunteers, just discharged by the United States Army,
had refused to disband. Numbering about eighty, these former troopers
had tried to rob the merchants of San Antonio but had failed due to the
precautions that the townspeople had taken to resist them. The informers also declared that the outlaws probably meant to advance south to
the border to assault the defenseless towns in that region. Evidence supporting this conclusion emanated from reports that the Texans had
already reached as far south as Rio Frio. The governor of Nuevo Leon
encouraged local officials to adopt all the measures necessary to avoid
surprise attacks and to communicate any news about the foreigners to
Monterrey.40
Nortefios readied to defend themselves against the expected AngloAmerican onslaught. The authorities in Monclova indicated to General
Antonio Jauregui that they had mobilized the National Guard to repulse
the invaders. They also had placed lookouts in the most appropriate
locations and warned· the villages of Villaldama, Bustamante,
Valenzuela, Sabinas Hidalgo, and Vallecillo. The commanding general
in Nuevo Leon assisted the defense, dispatching a unit to Lampazos on
15 September. Despite these preparations, a detachment ofnortefio volunteers en route to the border suffered a defeat at the hands of a Texan
force. 41
After 1848, additional citizens of the United States entered the
northeastern provinces for commercial reasons. Establishment of the
Rio Grande as the permanent boundary between the two countries
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intensified the mercantile relations that had emerged more than two
decades earlier as Anglo-American merchants organized numerous
stores in the small towns that materialized along the left bank of the
river-such as Brownsville and Rio Grande City. Besides this development, other enterprising citizens of the United States participated more
actively in the transportation and marketing of goods deep into the interior of Mexico, mainly because the gold fever spreading across the
United States caused an economic slowdown in the lower Rio Grande
Valley. Businessmen on the left bank of the river, suffering from the
consequences of the gold rush, increased their profits by conveying
merchandise to the great fairs held in several Mexican provinces:
Saltillo in September, Aguascalientes in October, Allende in November,
and San Juan de los Lagos in December.
As early as 1849, some of these merchants returned to south Texas
with sizable sums of money. Their monetary gains induced Mifflin
Kenedy to attempt to emulate their accomplishments. Kenedy arranged
a partnership with Samuel A. Belden, another merchant involved in the
Matamoros trade, and Captain James Walworth. Pooling their funds,
they bought wagons, mules, and goods and headed to the fair of San
Juan de los Lagos. They never attained their destination. They sold all
of their merchandise in Zacatecas, even their mules and wagons. Before
the end of 1849, Kenedy undertook another venture, this time all by
himself. With the money acquired on the previous trip, he procured
another cargo of products at Matamoros and again infiltrated the interior of Mexico. He only went as far as the capital of Nuevo Leon, where
he disposed of all his freight. Apparently, Anglo-Americans carried.
large quantities of merchandise to the regional fairs. On 1 January
1850, Consul Stemrnons revealed that his fellow citizens controlled
around half a million dollars' worth of inventory in the exposition at
San Juan de los Lagos. 42
After the Mexican-American War, some Anglo-American merchants relocated to Nuevo Leon, Tamaulipas, and Coahuila. Extensive
accounts of their residence and activities in those provinces remain
unavailable. Still, several items of information furnish a brief glimpse
of their involvement in the northeastern states. For the years 1848 and
1849, officials in Nuevo Leon stated that they had granted twenty-eight
and forty-five security letters, respectively, to citizens of the United
States who dwelled in the province. Although in 1848 a larger number
of British natives, thirty altogether, requested security letters, by 1849
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the number of Anglo-Americans petitioning for these documents surpassed that of all other nationalities combined. Further evidence
showed that in September 1848, three former U.S. citizens resided in
Cadereyta Jimenez, Nuevo Leon: Michael Cufras, Edward Hill, and
John Anderson. Another person named Thomas Kirk, a native of
Savannah, Georgia, had instituted a mercantile concern in Matamoros.
In 1849, other Anglo-Americans living in Mexico's Northeast included
John Snively, John Thomas, John Adams, and John Mills, all of whom
had entered from Texas and subsequently died by assassination south of
the border-the last three in the vicinity of Ciudad Guerrero,
Tamaulipas. Other expatriates from the United States were William
Fosdick from Indiana, C. K. Gleason, and R. A. Crumpton, the last two
from Alabama. All three stayed near the Rio Grande. Another two,
Edward Chapman and James O'Reilly of New Haven, Connecticut,
selected Parras, Coahuila, as their new home. 43
Government records in Nuevo Leon disclosed the presence of additional citizens of the United States in that Mexican state. In 1853, an
account, indicating that ten Anglo-Americans dwelled in Monterrey
also provided specific details of the following three individuals in
Cerralvo: John Baker, James Clark, and William Harp. According to the
report, Baker was forty years old, Clark twenty-nine, and Harp thirty.
In addition, both Baker and Clark had wives and declared agriculture as
their principal occupation. Harp, in contrast, identified himself as single and failed to designate his profession. Two years later, another
report manifested that a foreigner by the name of George Morton
resided in Sabinas Hidalgo. This account failed to specify Morton's
birthplace, yet the data suggested that he had originated in the United
States. A similar conclusion seems to apply to Thomas Thompson, a
resident of Bustamante who solicited a security letter on 8 January
1857. 44
During the late 1850s, Peter Seuzeneau, United States consul at
Matamoros, confirmed the presence of numerous Anglo-AmerIcans in
the northeastern provinces. On 4 April 1858, he informed his superior
that his fellow citizens had created many close links with Mexico and
that hundreds of them lived south of the Rio Grande. Many of his compatriots, he maintained, had settled in the southern republic to establish
businesses, with the mercantile concern in Monterrey owned by Price,
Walsh, and Co. of New Orleans stocking some $200,000 in goods by
1856.45
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The extensive links between Anglo-Americans and nortenos that
evolved after Mexico gained its independence influenced the development of the northeastern provinces. Because the United States eventually became the principal source of merchandise for Nuevo Leon,
Coahuila, and Tamaulipas, the residents of these states concluded that
their economic prosperity depended upon trade with their northern
neighbors. Across the area, even in small villages, many persons profited from the mercantile connection, and even more sought to share in
the affluence. Consequently, nortenos disobeyed national officials for
decades when their superiors instructed them to curtail commercial
exchanges with Anglo-Americans, or when they imposed extremely
high tariffs on foreign merchandise to halt these activities. They even
refused to discontinue this trade after former citizens of the United
States detached Texas from their country. Shortly after San Jacinto, caravans from Tamaulipas, Nuevo Leon, and Coahuila resumed their journeys to the settlements beyond the Nueces River to purchase the goods
that enriched some of the inhabitants of the area. An insatiable appetite
for products from the United States prompted nortenos to support revolutionaries who incorporated Anglo-Americans in their ranks.
Besides, military threats from north of the Rio Grande also shaped the
historical progress of Mexico's Northeast. In 1839, and on several
occasions thereafter, the residents of the area endured the infiltration of
armed units from Texas, and several times battles determined the future
of their provinces.
Some data suggest that nortenos acquired a strong predilection for
foreigners-Anglo-Americans in particular-and their culture.
Although scholars have recognized that members of the Latin
American elites revered the political and economic achievements of the
great industrial powers and endeavored to imitate them, they generally
have failed to attribute similar feelings to the lower classes. Some ofthe
evidence in the northeastern provinces indicate that the norteno lower
classes also welcomed the customs of the foreigners. Santiago Roel, an
eminent historian from Nuevo Leon, manifested this opinion and maintained that by the l860s the uneducated and destitute masses of his state
deemed outsiders, especially Anglo-Americans, racially superior. Only
a few years elapsed after independence before peones in Mexico's
Northeast learned that much better conditions prevailed in Texas; soon,
some of them escaped the harsh conditions in which they lived by relocating north of the Rio Grande. Other details demonstrate that even
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before the ending of the Mexican-American War, numerous Mexicans,
including residents of Tamaulipas, Nuevo Leon, and Coahuila, commenced to send their offspring to the United States to master English.
Melinda Rankin, a Protestant missionary in Brownsville, declared that
the school she opened enjoyed an advantage over the Catholic academy
because Mexican parents in the city knew how to speak English and
desired that their children become fluent in that language and adopt the
customs of the United States. 46
Further evidence displays this nortefio fondness for AngloAmericans. Teresa Viele, who in the 1850s resided in Ringgold
Barracks, a fort along the Rio Grande just outside Rio Grande City,
noted that the peones working for a wealthy family in Camargo exhibited excessive respect toward her. As these lower-class people crowded
around her, a young woman of about eighteen years, who had supposedly never seen an Anglo-American female before, praised her repeatedly, commenting that Viele looked extremely beautiful and white. The
young Mexican woman also marveled at the fact that this foreign
woman had never used her hands to roll tortillas. During her stay in
Ringgold Barracks, Viele decided· that the peasantry along the Rio
Grande venerated the United States. Rocio Gonzalez-Maiz, a Mexican
historian, agreed with Viele. She insisted that when Santiago Vidaurri
instituted his regime in Mexico's Northeast in 1855, the residents of the
region already had embraced an attitude that identified them with the
culture of the powerful United States. 47
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